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Aims for today’s session:
Look at a ‘small step’ approach to 

learning new Maths skills

Look at ‘Maths’ resources and ideas to 
engage your child

Look at key functional Maths skills that 
can be developed at home



C-P-A
Supporting 
small step 
learning

Concrete – Pictorial - Abstract

4 x 3 = ?

4 + 4 + 4 = ?



Resources and 
ideas to 
engage your 
child

No matter what the level or Maths 
topic, make it as practical as 

possible!

Our pupils learn best from ‘doing’. 

It helps them build and retain new 
knowledge and skills – putting it into their 
working long term memory.



Examples… Number

1. Sing numbers 2. Sing and touch -
count

3. Sing with number 
cards present

4. Order number 
cards

5. Count quantities 
and match to 
number card



Examples… Number

5. Count quantities 
and match to 
number card



Examples… Number: addition

5 + 2 =

5 + 2 = 7



Examples… Number: Subtraction

20 - 5=

20 - 5=



Examples… Number: Subtraction

20 - 5=

20

20 - 5 = 15



Examples… Money

Remember: Try not to jump ahead as this can cause confusion. 
Pupils need to master a skill before moving on.



Examples… Money

Let them sort coins 
on colour and size

Let them put coins 
into wallets / purses

Ask them to hand 
over coins at the 
shop (pre-counted)

Show them a few 
coins, ask them to 
find a specific coin 
to hand over to pay

Ask them to wait for 
change / receipt

When given change, 
ask them if they 
know what any of 
the coins are          
(not adding)

When given change, ask 
them if they know what 
any of the coins are          
(adding some with 
support)

Start to calculate 
change together.



Examples… Time

There are lots of stages to learn ‘time’. Here is an overview...

Stage 1:
• Learning to wait
• Turn taking
• Early time related language

- wait
-soon
-next
-after



Examples… Time

There are lots of stages to learn ‘time’. Here is an overview...

Stage 2:

Extending early time language

- What did you do yesterday?
- Lets go to the park tomorrow.
-What do you want to do today?
-What did you do this morning?



Examples… Time

There are lots of stages to learn ‘time’. Here is an overview...

Stage 3:

• Ordering key events in a day
• Following/ordering a schedule



Examples… Time

There are lots of stages to learn ‘time’. Here is an overview...

Stage 4:

Days of the week
• Rote learning days of the week
• Ordering days of the week
• Recalling days before or after
• Linking days to information e.g. 

school Mon-Fri.



Examples… Time

Stage 5:

Seasons and Months
• Learn 4 seasons

-connect seasons to events
-connect seasons to weather
-connect seasons to clothing

• Learn months – Rote - order
• Connect months to seasons



Examples… Time

Stage 6:

Clocks

1. O’clock
2. Half past
3. Quarter past
4. Quarter to
5. 5 minute intervals past
6. 5 minute intervals to
7. Digital time
8. Connect analogue to digital



Examples… Time

Stage 7:

Applying time to functional skills

• Getting ready for a certain time
• Getting on a bus at a certain time
• Calculating when you need to set off 

to arrive at a destination
• Calculating when the next bus will 

arrive. 
• Setting an alarm for the morning



Additional 
games and 
activities to 
develop 
functional 
Maths skills

‘Functional Maths’ skills are skills that will 
support pupils in being as independent as 
possible as they get older and become a young 
adult.
Here are every day things you could do at home with your child to 
develop their ‘functional’ Maths skills…

Number Money Time

-Counting how many 
plates/cutlery to put out
-reading  numbers on the 
remote or typing numbers 
in for a channel
-counting how many of 
each item is needed when 
food shopping
-Locating and finding the 
correct number isle in the 
shop
-reading bus numbers

-Count in multiples –
5,10,20
-Give them a purse/wallet 
of their own
-Take them to the shop.
Ask them to read the cost 
of items. 
-Ask them to compare 
items. Which costs less?
-Lots of practise paying in 
shops!

- Have a visual/auditory 
timer (learning to wait)

- Have a clock with clear 
numbers

- Buy your child a watch 
to wear

- Ask your child what 
time it is at planned 
times e.g. o’clock, half 
past…

- Have visual timers to 
signal when an activity 
starts and ends e.g. 
Ipad at 5 o’clock – 6 
o’clock



Websites for 
more practical 
ideas…



Thankyou.


